



Percoustix™ requires the following in 
order to work with your acoustic:


 

- An acoustic guitar or acoustic bass guitar with a 
center sound hole with at least a three inch 
diameter. 

- A drum module (sold separately) 
- A TRS 1/4” stereo cable (sold separately) 
- Installation of jack and wire harness 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE 
• Do not bend Percoustix™

• Never leave Percoustix™ in extreme 

temperatures. 

• Do not submerge Percoustix™ in liquid.

• Don’t modify your Percoustix™

• Use a cloth and rubbing alcohol to wipe 

clean


*Percoustix™ can also be called “drum trigger pickguards”. 
We use the terms interchangeably throughout this manual.














	 


	 


1) INSTALLING THE JACK AND WIRES

A) Install the jack on the body.


B) Run the connection wires 
towards sound hole.


Ask a Luthier to do the following:






	 

	  

	  
	 


	 	 	 





2) MOUNTING THE DRUM TRIGGER PICKGUARDS

Examples of how to position your Percoustix™ on your instrument

THE DRUM TRIGGER PICKGUARDS SHOULD “FLOAT” ON THE BODY. 
POSITION THEM SO THAT THEY ARE NOT MAKING CONTACT WITH THE 

BODY AND ONLY THE MOUNTING DOTS TOUCH THE INSTRUMENT.  
When you are ready, remove the liner from the back of the double-sided tape 
dots (pull gently so that you do not accidentally remove the actual tape dot 

from the back of the pickguard) and press the pickguard firmly on the desired 
location of your acoustic.


















3) GETTING CABLES

TRS 1/4 Stereo Cable

You may want to split the TRS stereo signal of Percoustix™ so that you can plug each 
drum trigger pickguard into a separate trigger input on the drum module. To do this you 
will need a Y Cable or “splitter” that takes a TRS stereo signal and splits it into two TS 

mono signals (sold separately).  


The head and rim sounds of the single TRIGGER IN jack will be 
played by separate drum trigger pickguards.  

Expert Hint:

You can also “quadruple your Percoustix™” if you use a Y Cable that splits your signal 

into dual TRS. This is especially useful if you want to trigger multiple sounds from 
playing just one drum trigger pickguard.










 

 

4) CHOOSING A DRUM MODULE
Helpful questions to consider as you choose 
a drum module:


- What drum sounds am I looking to play on my acoustic?

- What styles of music do I want to create? 

- When I strike one of the pickguards do I want to be able to 

trigger two or three different drum sounds at the same 
time?


- Do I want to be able to upload custom drum sounds to the 
drum module? 


- Do I want to be able to add effects to the drum sounds 
like reverb and delay?


- Do I want to put my drum module on a pedal board?

- Do I want to be able to plug midi pedals or foot switches 

into my drum module so I can switch sounds and drum 
kits using my feet instead of bending down and pushing 
buttons on the drum module?


- Do I need a drum module with multiple outputs so I can 
separate each drum sound from one another?

Drum modules to avoid: 
Percoustix™ will work with any drum module that accommodates trigger inputs but we 
recommend that you avoid any drum module that relies on a loom (also called a “breakout”).


A loom is a special cable that takes all the individual drum pad connections from an 
electronic drum set and turns them into a single connection to plug into a drum module. 

You aren’t using a drum set with tons of connections for different drum pads. You are using 
Percoustix™ which typically only needs one or two 1/4” trigger inputs. While you could 

take a loom from a drum module and plug in one of its trigger cables into the Percoustix™ 
on your acoustic, why would you want to deal with all of the extra unused cables hanging 
off of the loom? That’s why we recommend using drum modules that don’t rely on a loom.



 

5) SETTING UP YOUR DRUM MODULE

TRIGGER TYPE 
If your drum module has the option to assign each trigger input as “PADX2” instead of a “Head&Rim”, 
you should go ahead and select the “PADX2”. This will get your drum module to treat your Percoustix as 
two separate drum pads working in the same input instead of just one drum pad with a head and rim 
playing surface. Next, go to the menu in your drum module that pertains to selecting your trigger types 
and select “Percoustix™”. We’re kidding, there is no such setting! You will have to experiment here to 
select the trigger type that you feel gets the best response with Percoustix™. In our experience, 
selecting a generic trigger like “Pad 1” or “Pad 2” works best. 

SENSITIVITY  
Increasing the sensitivity will cause your Percoustix™ to trigger louder sounds with a softer hit. 
Decreasing sensitivity will do the opposite (triggering softer sounds with a harder hit). Percoustix™ 
works well with high sensitivity.  

THRESHOLD 
Since Percoustix™ are more rigid than regular electronic drum heads and less prone to false triggering, 
threshold is not really important. We recommend setting the threshold to zero. 

VELOCITY/DYNAMICS CURVE 
Changing the velocity/dynamics will determine how much or how little your percussive hit will cause 
the trigger to reach full velocity. You can read more about this parameter in the manual for your drum 
module. For Percoustix™, just know that if your velocity/dynamics is set to “linear” then you will be 
able to trigger loud sounds by playing loudly and soft sounds by playing softly. We recommend the 
linear setting for more experienced players but if you are just starting out and are still trying to build 
finger dexterity, we recommend setting a steeper velocity curve so that your lighter hits and taps can 
reach the fullness of an even velocity. We also recommend setting a steeper velocity curve if you are 
playing Percoustix™ with a pick since striking the drum trigger pickguards with a pick tends to 
produce a lighter hit versus striking with your hand.  

***Note*** if your drum module does not have a wide selection of trigger types to pair with Percoustix™ and you find 
that the available trigger types are not sensitive enough, you may want to utilize a steeper velocity/dynamics curve 

which will make it easier to achieve a louder sound.  

CROSS TALK 
“Cross Talk” is a term in the drum module world for when one electronic drum pad is too close to 
another and they are picking up each others’ vibrations. Because of Percoustix™ patented design, in 
many cases you should not need to apply cross talk cancelation. However, if you find that you are 
getting some cross talk you can experiment with adjusting cross talk cancelation and the sensitivity 
parameters on your drum module. Every drum module has a “sweet spot”.  



  




6) PLAYING TECHNIQUES 

Playing finger style: You will always get a more sensitive 
response from the drum trigger pickguards if you use your nail 
rather than the skin of your finger or hand. If you are striking 
Percoustix™ with the skin of your finger or hand you will need 
to at least strike with enough force that will cause the drum 
trigger pickguard to “flex” and make contact with the body of 
your acoustic. This type of strike will produce a more sensitive 
response. 


Playing with a pick:  You can play Percoustix™ with a pick by 
adjusting  your strum so that you strike the drum trigger 
pickguard as well as the strings. You may want to change the 
sensitivity and velocity/dynamics curve on your drum module 
to better match your strumming technique. 



 

7) REMOVING PERCOUSTIX™ AND 
REPLACING THE MOUNTING TAPE 

If, for whatever reason, you have to remove your Percoustix™ from 
your instrument, the process is very simple. Without bending or 

stressing the drum trigger pickguard, break the seal of the mounting 
tape by either using dental floss or a butter knife.  

 To reapply Percoustix™ to your instrument, it is best to use 
new mounting tape that can be easily found at your local office 

supply or hardware store. We recommend double-sided mounting 
tape with a 10-15lbs holding strength.


